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Deaths per 100,000 Population

SPECIAL REPORT: HEALTH CARE

Changing the Course Of Pain Management
Opioid Crisis Has Cos. Looking to Develop Safer Treatments
■ By JARED WHITLOCK

In 2014, Heron Therapeutics took notice of the
role of postoperative pain in opioid addiction. So,
the company dusted off a shelved drug program.

Heron is among the San Diego pharma
and biotechs rushing to market with alternatives to opioids, dependence on which
mushroomed into a national health epidemic.
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CDC/NCHS, National Vital Statistics System, Mortality, CDC WONDER, Atlanta, GA; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, CDC, 2016. https://wonder.cdc.gov/.

DEFENSE: More Work Expected; New Rules Open Up Bids for Some Jobs
The arrival of the U.S. Navy
ship Portland, which completed its
transit from the shipbuilder’s yard
in Mississippi to its new home port
of San Diego on Jan. 22, is a symbol
of sorts: more opportunity may be
coming the way of defense contractors in the Port of San Diego.
The port’s Navy ship repair business, which has increased in recent
years, is expected to at least stay
constant, and at best, increase some more.
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David Carver, who oversees ship
repair at General Dynamics NASSCO, said he has seen growth in the
last few years, and there may be a
slight increase ahead. Generally,
ships with their home ports in San
Diego get repaired and repainted here. Some of the rules
about ship repair are
changing, however, meaning more
ships could leave
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Shipyards Prepare for
Navy Focus on Pacific
■ By BRAD GRAVES

Any Opioid

San Diego for big jobs.
“I think we’ll see a good, steady
drumbeat” of repair work ahead,
Carver said. His office is on the
third floor of a building at the
middle of the NASSCO shipyard.
Outside his windows are three repair projects: the amphibious ship
USS Makin Island, the cruiser
USS Cowpens and the amphibious ship USS Somerset.
Pacific page 34

Oceanside Hotels Aim
For ‘Casual Elegance’
PROPERTY: $200M Project

Sets Summer 2020 Finish

■ By RAY HUARD

After more than a decade of false starts,
Oceanside is finally getting the beachfront resort
hotel project officials have long sought.
S.D. Malkin Properties in partnership with Two
Roads Hospitality is ready to begin construction of
two side-by-side hotels in the heart of Oceanside that
will include renovation of the so-called Top Gun
house that was used in the movie of the same name.
“Now is the time to just get on with the
show and make it happen,” said Oceanside
Hotels page 18

Rush Cycle Takes
The Franchising Path
SPORT: In Competitive Space,

More Than 30 Franchises Awarded
■ By SARAH de CRESCENZO

Rush Cycle, a chain of indoor cycling studios
started seven years ago by two childhood friends
in their 20s in La Jolla’s
Bird Rock neighborhood,
is poised to expand over
the next few years from a
handful of San Diego sites
to dozens nationwide.
Founders Tim Suski and
Corey Spangler quit their
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Fresh from the shipbuilder’s yard, the future Navy ship Portland arrives
in its new homeport of San Diego on Jan. 22. A brand new ship requires
more than one visit to the shipyard to get in shape to fight. The Navy will
commission the Portland in its namesake Oregon city in April.
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Rush Cycle founders Tim Suski (left) and Corey Spangler (right) began franchising studios
in 2016. Kiran Gupta (center), who runs the company’s Camino Del Sur studio, was among
the first of the brand’s franchisees. Previously a practicing attorney, Gupta was looking for a
career change when she found out Rush Cycle, one of her favorite boutique fitness studios,
was looking for franchisees.

Rush Cycle:
from page 1

day jobs after pinpointing a business
opportunity in the studio fitness market:
boutique cardio.
For Spangler, it was an indoor cycling
class with a DJ in a warehouse in Los
Angeles that hooked him on the concept
of instructed stationary biking, often
called “spin class.”
Suski said he teased Spangler, who
wanted Suski to come to a class, for his
obsession. “Then I tried it,” Suski said.
Witnessing firsthand the devotion the
class inspired in attendees — plus trying
every spin class in San Diego — spurred
the duo to start Rush in 2012. Spangler
taught about one-third of the classes; Suski
manned the front desk at that first studio.

Franchising

Rush Cycle has since opened five more
studios, in California, Colorado and Texas. It started awarding franchises in 2016.
Since then the company has awarded
more than 30 in states including California, Colorado, Texas, Florida, North
Carolina and, as of Jan. 24, New York.
Now major brands, such as the New
York-based behemoth SoulCycle, are
entering the San Diego market. Suski
credits luck as an element in how Rush
Cycle managed to build its own cycling
brand in an industry crowded with boutique fitness offerings. The company was
the first to open indoor cycling studios in
the San Diego region.
“We got in at the right time,” he said.
Rush Cycle has one corporate store
in Carmel Valley. The company, which
is approaching $1 million in annual revenue, plans to award a total of 40 new
franchises in 2018 — starting at least
that many entrepreneurs on the path to
opening a new Rush Cycle studio. Nine

new studios are slated to open during
the year.
Kiran Gupta, who runs the Rush Cycle
studio near state Route 56 and Camino
Del Sur in Torrey Highlands, was one of
the brand’s first franchisees, inspired by
her experience as a patron of the Bird
Rock studio.
After 20 years as an attorney, Gupta
said she was on the lookout for a new
career, preferably one that would involve
her passion for fitness, when she heard
the owners of Rush Cycle had decided
to franchise.
“I wanted to start my business, but
nothing seemed right,” she said. “Then,
this just fit so well.”
Franchisees put in $350,000 to
$400,000 to open a studio, a fee that includes everything from architecture and
construction to the towels with which
riders will dab away their sweat.

Target Market

Gupta exemplifies Rush Cycle’s target
user: a fitness devotee who patronizes a
variety of studios depending on what
type of workout they want.
“I believe everybody should mix things
up: cardio, strength training, flexibility…I think that’s really important,” she
said. “People don’t want to go to the box
gym and motivate themselves: They’d
rather pay specific studios for the type
of fitness they need.”
Jenn Null, marketing director for San
Diego-based Invictus, a CrossFit brand,
has been in the fitness industry since
graduating from the San Diego State
University Sports MBA program in 2012.
Boutique fitness studios have capitalized on some of the negative attention
CrossFit has received, she said. (Critics
say the brand’s difficult workouts have
caused some participants injury through
overuse and bad technique.)
However, the market for studios is get-

ting saturated, she said, and franchising,
in particular, has its challenges.
“It takes a lot of education and intention to really form a holistic, lifelong
health program,” she said. “Some see
franchising as a quick way to make
money, and from what I’ve seen, it’s a lot
harder than people think.”
Gupta said her studio is performing
well, with revenue in line with what the
Rush Cycle team told her to expect.

Vetting Prospective Owners

The Rush Cycle founders said they resisted franchising because of its negative
connotations, but then decided to go that
route, but at a measured pace, to ensure
the brand didn’t lose its cultural DNA.
That includes the friendly, collegial
environment Rush Cycle studios aim to
offer riders, Suski said. Some of its competitors, such as SoulCycle, have a reputation for a more competitive atmosphere.
Suski said Rush Cycle has invested in
training its instructors to both ensure
they are knowledgeable enough to teach
— putting each through a weekslong
program before allowing them to instruct — and that they are in alignment
with the brand’s community-focused
ideology.
In the past seven years, the company
has retained 95 percent of the instructors
who have completed the training, he said.
Prospective owners undergo vetting,
too, he added, to avoid degrading the
brand with sites that don’t reflect its

corporate philosophy.
“We could be growing three to four
times faster if we said ‘yes’ to everyone,”
he said. “We can’t risk that just to grow.”
The team behind Rush Cycle is not
the only one looking to capture some
of the value from consumers’ interest in
wellness.
According to the International Health,
Racquet and Sportsclub Association (IHRSA), a trade group, the number of health
clubs, gyms and studios has increased each
year in the past five, from about 30,500 in
2012 to more than 36,000 in 2016.
Locally, SoulCycle has said it will open
its first studio in San Diego in 2018 at the
recently revamped Westfield UTC mall.

SoulCycle’s Sale

SoulCycle’s founders, who started the
company in 2006, sold a majority stake
to gym chain Equinox in 2011, earning
a reported payday of nearly $90 million
each. The company reported profits
of $25.3 million on revenues of $111.9
million in 2014.
CycleBar, founded in 2004 in Boston,
opened its first San Diego-area studio
in Hillcrest in 2017 and in January, its
second, in Carmel Valley. The brand,
which began franchising studios in 2014,
has since opened more than 100 studios.
Suski said Rush Cycle welcomes the
competition — and the attention rivals’
arrivals will draw to indoor cycling.
“It’s exciting to have another big-name
brand,” he said.

